THE OFFICE OF THE TRADE PROMOTION COORDINATING COMMITTEE SECRETARIAT
PAT KIRWAN
RM 31027 482-5455 MD 31027

CHIEF FINANCIAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER
**MARCUS POINTS
RM 3836 482-1343 MD 3836

CHIEF INFORMATION OFFICER
RONA BUNN, ACTING
RM 4800 482-3801 MD 4800

ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR GLOBAL MARKETS AND DIRECTOR GENERAL OF THE U.S. AND FOREIGN COMMERCIAL SERVICE
IAN STEFF
RM 3868A 482-5777 MD 3868A

DEPUTY DIRECTOR GENERAL OF THE U.S. AND FOREIGN COMMERCIAL SERVICE
DALE TASHARSKI
RM 38606 482-5777 MD 38606

UNDER SECRETARY FOR INTERNATIONAL TRADE
JOSEPH SEMSAR, ACTING
RM 3850 482-2867 MD 3850

DEPUTY UNDER SECRETARY FOR INTERNATIONAL TRADE
DIANE FARRELL, ACTING
RM 3862 482-3917 MD 3862

OFFICE OF LEGISLATIVE AND INTERGOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS
ALEXANDER STODDARD
RM 3424 482-7917 MD 3424

OFFICE OF PUBLIC AFFAIRS
VANESSA AMBROSINI, ACTING
RM 3416 482-5087 MD 3414

CHIEF COUNSEL FOR INTERNATIONAL COMMERCE
JOHN COBAU
RM 5624 482-0937 MD 5882

CHIEF COUNSEL FOR ENFORCEMENT AND COMPLIANCE
ROBERT HEILFERTY
RM 3622 482-0082 MD 3622

ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR INDUSTRY AND ANALYSIS
NAZAK NJAKHITAR
RM 2854 482-1461 MD 2854

DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR INDUSTRY AND ANALYSIS
ANNE DRISCOLL
RM 2854 482-1112 MD 2854

ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR ENFORCEMENT AND COMPLIANCE
JEFFREY KESSLER
RM 3099B 482-3780 MD 3099B

DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR ENFORCEMENT AND COMPLIANCE
CHRISTIAN MARSH
RM 3705 482-2104 MD 3099B

*Performing the non-exclusive functions and duties of the PAS position
**Performing the functions and duties of the position.

NOTE: This is a working document and represents the ITA office-level organizational structure. Some persons are designated as acting pending the completion of personnel actions. This chart depicts only persons for which personnel actions have been submitted.

SOURCE: Chief Financial and Administrative Officer, Management Operations Division